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Higher consciousness tools anchored into
twisted crystalline copper and sacred measures.
Intended for personal and environmental healing, clearing,
releasing, as well as spiritual transformation, connectivity and growth.

What is in a Tensor ring?

Within a Tensor Ring is an infinite source of energy that is neither
electric nor magnetic with an output that is beneficial and healing
to all life forms. It is a superconductor that neutralizes magnetic
fields, brings coherency to chaos, and easily stabilizes
and equalizes the bio magnetic and energy fields of the body.
The Tensor Field produces a measureable gravitational effect.
Tensor Technology is noted for its use in healing, pollution
abatement, energizing and restructuring water, enhancing plant
growth and vitality, beekeeping practices, amongst thousands
of other observations, including connectivity to the spiritual realms.

Tensor Fields are science based, though go far beyond the current scope
and reality of most sciences. Tensor Rings are truly an integration of
Scientific and Spiritual Technologies.
Slim Spurling Re-Discovered Tensor Ring technology in 1991. Slim knew
of John Wheeler’s extensive work with closed loops. John Archibald
Wheeler, who coined the term black hole, came up with the
mathematical theory of the “Tensor” field, which is found inside the ring.
Wheeler called the field created by the loop a tensor field.
Hans Becker, an astrophysicist who extensively tested the Spurling Rings,
found the ring to oscillate at 144MHZ, a harmonic of the speed of light.
He said that “When you create a closed loop coil, energy begins to flow
and the laws of physics go out the window. They may be the simplest,
most efficient source of energy there is….gathering it and condensing it
freely from space.”
According to Phillip Callahan, an expert on paramagnetism, Tensor Rings
exhibit a paramagnetic value many times greater than anything ever
tested. This means that Tensor Rings cause some of the elements in water
to spin to their high-spin state referred to as ORME [OrbitallyRearranged Monoatomic Elements]. This has a tremendous impact on
water’s molecular structure and on the energetic components of the
water. Tensor fields create an anti-gravity field. Grebennikov’s work
supports this hypothesis as well as Mueller’s global scaling, where Tensor
Rings emit a harmonic to a specific gravitational wave. We can also
demonstrate the cancellation of electromagnetic fields within the Ring.
So… How does it work? When copper is heated and drawn to create the
wire, the crystalline structure within the wire is aligned in a one-way
piezoelectric flow. The wire is folded and twisted so the ends come back
together on themselves. This creates a continuous flow of energy in both
directions. Precise measurements, known as Cubits, act as antennas.
Tensor Rings are basically piezoelectric powered antennae. Various
Cubits are found in the alignment and construction of Sacred Sites all
over the globe, yet only eight Cubits are known to create Tensor Fields.

~Cubits & Frequencies~
144 MHZ Cubit ~ based on the Royal Cubit, which comes from
the King’s Chamber of the Great Pyramid. Slim Spurling’s Cubit.
Known for its work in the Physical.

177 MHZ Cubit ~ aka Lost Cubit.

Based on the mathematical

theory discovered by Hans Becker and Slim Spurling. Known for its
connection with the Etheric and Emotional bodies.

188 MHZ Cubit ~ Synergizes well with the 144 and 177. Works
with the Pineal, helps release Programs and Beliefs.

333 MHZ Cubit ~ Changes the color of sound and works well
with Sound Healing.

764 MHZ Cubit ~ One side has a Black Whole, or absence of
energy, while the other side creates a tornado style field.

Galactic Cubit ~ Discovered by Marty Lucas and Scott Ertle.
The Galactic Cubit, aka Ascension Ring, connects with the Soul and the
Soul's Aspects. Connects in with the Light frequency of DNA.

Balance and Harmony ~ Aka the Standard Teotihuacan
Unit. The Cubit measure used in the construction of Teotihuacan, the
Great Pyramids, Stonehenge, and other ancient sacred sites.
Encompasses all the prior Cubit’s abilities, and so much more!!!
Healing, Clearing, and Activating.

888 ~ aka the New Cubit.

Never been used on the planet, yet was

used in the creation of the planet. Given to my sister, Brenda Schnose.
Assists opening that higher connection to the Higher Soul, or Oversoul.
Creating higher connectivity, leading to profound healing and clearing.

The Torsion Ring~ Not a Cubit, rather an Etheric Template.
It is the culmination of everything above and more.

The newer Tensor Rings are unlike any of their predecessors.
They are promoting a higher Soul Connection, where the Standard Cubits
could be considered more science-based. The Standard Rings are still
powerful, yet less profound than the newer, higher-consciousness, Rings.

The Ascension and the Harmony contain all the frequencies and
properties of the Standard Cubit measures. The Standard Rings are still
available on-line, as some will still be drawn to them.

The Galactic Ascension Ring contains:




every known straight-lined Cubit and Tensor Ring frequency
highest aspects of the Plant, Mineral, and Crystal Kingdoms
Earth Elementals

The Council of Light are an integral part of the Ascension Ring
 The Council of Light connects automatically through the Ring
 Your Higher Soul Self is introduced to the Council of Light
 The Council ushers Source Light into specific Light Rays
 These Rays are available to the Soul and all of its aspects
 The Light Rays are much more than we understand right now
The Higher Soul Self is the one to access the Ascension Ring
 Your Soul is the consciousness that wields the available
 frequencies and Light
 The Soul will use the Ascension Ring for its Highest
& Greatest Good
 When a person is in connection with their Soul, they will have a higher
perspective of the outcome from this tool
 All Soul aspects utilize the Ascension Ring properties, including the
aspect of YOU

The Galactic Ascension Rings, are super profound, and blew our minds
daily for 10 months straight… then came a new, more versatile and
potent Ring: the Balance and Harmony Ring.

The Balance and Harmony Ring:
∞ Cleanses distortion fields from around the body very quickly. Lower

vibrations change fast into what they need be or they just evaporate.
∞ Creates a stronger connection to your

entire Entourage- all of those who walk
with You in the Highest and Best for
You- allowing you to become more
fully aware of your Entourage.
∞ Aligns Time, Space, and

Dimensions and integrates past,
present and future into a higher
frequency.
∞ Elementals of Earth come through the Ring to bring in Remembering

Codes, unlike the Codes from the Sun, bringing you in touch with Earth.
∞ Has a strong connection to the Earth Elemental of Water
∞ Balances the Mind, the Body, and the Spirit.
∞ Codes from the Sun shine through the Ring, coming through our Sun

from places such as the Central Sun, moving the Earth into a whole new
frequency. If not ready to accept these Codes, they won’t come through
for you. If you are ready, they will enter the Pineal and travel through to
the Heart. There are matching Codes within the Heart that match those
coming through the Ring. When you are in Harmony and Balance, and
the time is right, these Codes Activate what are strictly your Gifts.
The Balance and Harmony Ring contains the etheric template
of both the 5D Animator and the Galactic Ascension Rings

Etheric Templates are the non-physical aspect of a Tensor Ring.

When any
energy tool is created, it is created on another plane, and is then anchored into
the physical plane through the physical tool. Tensors Fields are truly multidimensional, in that they function on many planes other than just the physical.
This is why they work on
 health issues that stem from a person’s energy bodies, such as emotional
stressors manifest into the physical.
 clearing harmful geo-magnetics, including portals, and vortexes.
 connecting to the Higher Soul Self and all of the bigger You.
 past life, ancestral, and DNA clearing and healing.
 brings through Earth Elementals, as well as frequencies of Light.
There are many different Etheric Templates used at Twistedsage Studios. The
first one that came into being was the Ascension Ring. The entire list of what is
found in the Ascension Ring was brought into that higher dimensional aspect of
the Ring, and then anchored into the Galactic Cubit.
The same happens for the Balance and Harmony Ring, which is the energetic
aspect of the Standard Teotihuacan Unit.
The 888 has its own innate Etheric Template, uninhibited by us.
The Water Ring is another specialized Etheric Template anchored into the
Harmony Ring measure, as are the new Torsion Rings. The Meter Ring is
another profound tool that could not function without its Etheric Template.
Then we have the 5D Animator. This Etheric Template is what allows for
distance sessions with the 5D Animator. All that the Ascension Chamber can
do in the physical, can be accomplished by simply bringing in the energetic
chamber around the energetic aspect of a client.
It is the higher energetic aspect of the person who uses these tools, which can
access them for all that is available within their Etheric Templates. You do not
need to actually interact with these tools to receive the benefit from them.
They do so much innately for the person and their environment.
A person can consciously work with all the different etheric templates to pull
what they consciously need from the Rings. This is also true of the 5D
Animator Etheric Template being anchored into the Balance and Harmony
Rings. The Harmony Handbook can walk you through the specific exercises to
replicate the Ascension Chamber.

Multidimensional Primer and Harmony Handbook
This 48 page manual gives
you complete access to the
5D Animator / Light
Chamber, through the
Harmony Ring.
Easily acquire the skills and
knowledge to do basic and
advanced energy work,
from creating your Sacred
Circle to connecting Soul
to Soul. The Harmony
Handbook is full of easy to
follow exercises, processes,
activations and
attunements, 37 in all!!
Not necessarily a
Handbook for beginners,
as advanced exercises are
covered, yet there is an
ease of access to the
information so anyone
can follow along to
completion without harm
nor foul.
Nowhere else can you activate all of your multidimensional Soul’s Aspects
Crystalline MerKaBa’s in three simple breaths!! Or complete Soul Codes and
unlock your DNA all the way back to Source Creation in under five minutes!!

Harmony Ring is not included with the manual.
You will need a Balance and Harmony Ring for the attunement. I prefer
the standard 3.5″ Harmony Ring or the 1-3/4” Harmony Ring
Harmony Handbook $44

Here is some of what the 5D Animator does, which we can do for
ourselves and others once you are familiarized with the manual:










Simple access to the Sacred Space of the Heart
Clear non-beneficial energy attachments, Entities, and energetic
implants
Cleaning, clearing, and healing on physical, mental, and emotional
bodies
Release Soul Contracts that no longer serve you
Balance, align, and activate all chakras
Align you and your Higher Soul Self, and all of your Soul Aspects
Work within all Time, Space, and Dimensions
Clear and integrate lost Soul Shards
Connect with your Star Family and Soul Group

All is accessible through the Etheric Template of the 5D Animator, which is also
anchored into all the Balance and Harmony Rings.

You will also learn to:
 Connect with the Council of Light an Source Rays
 Anchor Light for transmuting and transmitting
 Cut cords and create beneficial connections
 Create Heart Connections with others
 Call in and work with your Guides
 Heart Code Activations
 Pineal Activation
 Time Travel
 Create healing Elixirs
 Make and utilize Light Balls
 Closing non-beneficial Portals
 Working with Portals and Portal Keepers

There is more information on the 5D Animator and the subsequent modality
Soul Alchemy
found at the end of the brochure.

The Master Set

The 26” Galactic Ascension and the 27” Balance and Harmony Rings
together are not for the faint of transformation. The two ultra Heavy
Rings are nearly identical in physical appearance, so they are each stamped
with an H B and a G, in case you miss their obvious energy signature.
You will never be the same once you play with this set together.
…in a good way, of course. Be prepared for ignition, initiation, or
manifestation, because it will bring it all together at once.
The two Rings work well to create a column around a person.
Use to remove blockages, dissolve Energetic Implants, open and clear
chakras (especially the high heart chakra). "Straighten" antennas.
Using the large Rings to pass down over the body, with intention, can
also assists in releasing Programs, Beliefs and Emotions that no longer
serve us.
Used both actively and passively, Rings can simply be placed under a
person’s chair or healing table. Within this Light field, all
transformational work simply takes quicker and easier. The Tensor fields
are beneficial and synergize with any modality or type of energy work.
Both Rings are made of an ultra-heavy 4 gauge. This phenomenal set is
expansive enough to encompass all the transformative work we do.
27” Balance and Harmony Ring
26” Large Ascension Ring
The Master Set- Both 26” and 27” Rings

$165
$157
$299

Medium Master’s Set

The Balance and Harmony and the Galactic Ascension Rings
are creating something exponentially fantastical magical
The 8″ Galactic / Ascension Ring coupled with the 9″ Balance and
Harmony Ring makes for a powerful duo. The Ascension Rings seem to
act as amplifiers for the Harmony Rings.
The 9″ Heavy Harmony Ring it fits over most heads to nestle down on
the shoulders and around the neck.
$60
The 8″ Ascension Ring, made of the Galactic Cubit, synergizes and
amplifies the Harmony Ring.
$60
Master Meditation Set $111

~Galactic Ascension Rings~
1” Ascension Ring $12
12.5" Light-Ring $44
26” Heavy Duty Ascension Ring $157

2” Heavy Duty Ring $30
4” Heavy Duty Ring $40
8” Heavy Duty Ring $60

~Balance and Harmony Rings~
These Heavy Duty Rings come in various sizes.
The 3.5 inch Ring will fit most as a bracelet, and is a very practical and
portable size tool. My absolute favorite. Heavy 6 gauge wire.
$44
The 9 inch Harmony Ring fits over the head of most, to sit on the
shoulders and around the neck. Super potent.
6 gauge $60
The 20 and 27 inch Rings are Ultra Heavy Duty gauge of Rings made of
the 4 gauge copper wire.
20” Harmony Ring $127
27” Harmony Ring $165
The Personal Harmony Ring works very well as
pendant. Ring is of 8 gauge construction
1-3/4″ Balance and Harmony Ring $24
Adjustable leather cord $5
Personal Balance & Harmony Ring
Body Mind Soul
Time Space Dimensions

The 1-3/4″ Harmony Ring may be small in physical stature, but is larger
than any Ascension Chamber. Having this Ring in your field raises your
vibration, cleans and clears and connects. The Balance and Harmony are
a most profound fantastic phenomenal Tensor Ring, as are any of the
tools subsequently created from the Balance and Harmony.
The Ring can be wore on any kind of material
such as metal, nylon, or leather cord.

~333 MHZ Tensor Ring~
The aura of this ring is seen as Purple. Around Crystal
Bowls, the 333 Ring amplifies the color of the
sound. The Sound energy of the Crystal Bowls is
enhanced greatly. Even those not so sensitive notice a
change in the sound and feel of the bowls.
The 333 Ring changes the aura colors of other Rings as well as other
Tensor Ring devices.
The Gaia Sphere goes from a yellow aura to a green aura by adding the
333 Ring around it.
Approximately 12.5”
333 MHz Tensor Ring $44

~The 188 MHz Tensor Ring~
A very beneficial use of this Ring relates to its
resonance with the Pineal Gland. Bringing this ring
over the head and holding the Ring’s Tensor plane on
the Pineal Gland will clear the effects of fluoride and
breaks down calcification. The Ring also increases
blood flow to the brain.
As a Transmuter of Energy, there is a lightness within the center of
Ring. In release work, simply blow into it, using the breath to release all
that no longer serves you. This Ring transmutes, so what you release
cannot be taken back.
Full Cubit 188 MHz Ring 9” $26

Again, the Balance and Harmony contain all the prior
frequencies of Tensor Rings within them.
If you are drawn to a specific Cubit, you may find
the Standard Cubit Tensor Rings on-line
and available in a variety of sizes and frequencies.

~ The 888 Ring ~
This New Cubit acts as a bridge because of the energy that comes through.
You connect through the Ring to the over-soul, Higher Soul Self, or monad…
Whatever this greater you is. It is from this space and place that you bring into
your reality what really matters.
Incorporating the human and over-soul, it brings in more than you can
imagine. It is bringing in the idea of who you really are.
As you start to use and be with the Ring, it becomes stronger for the person
using it. Releasing of programs and beliefs gets easier and easier.
The Light that comes through has been here, but is intensified with the Ring.
The Ring brings in the Love of Soul. The Golden Light of the Soul. With this
Golden Light, the Soul’s Light, we have seen and experienced instant healings.
The Light, or energy, of the Ring came here from another Galaxy, another
Universe, at the time of the creation of the Earth. This Cubit measurement is a
piece of the Earth, though its origin is not of the Earth.
The ones who stand with this tool, played a part in bringing the Earth into
being. This tool has not been on the Earth, until now, but has been within the
Earth. In that space and place, it is seen as a sphere.
When asking about this New Cubit 888 Ring they have simply said “Ultimate
Manifestation.” It is not manifestation, like dropping a pot of gold at your feet,
rather it is to help you see and feel in a new way. The Light energy coming
from this Ring assists to release old ways of being. Ultimate Manifestation into
this reality, as the new way of being on the new Earth. In this new way of being
is Grace and Ease, Unconditional Love, and Joy.
The Galactic Ascension Ring was the first Cubit to align the Soul and Soul’s
Aspects. Some see the Human as one of twelve Aspects of the Soul, with the
Soul in the center of the twelve… like spokes on a wheel.
The New Cubit Rings take it a step even further. When connected through the
New Cubit- to your oversoul- there is an instant alignment of this Higher Soul
and all Soul Aspects…from you to the bigger You. Following the twelve aspect
theory, that would make 144 Soul Aspects, made up of twelve twelve-spoked
wheels. I do not know what to believe about this concept, but I do personally
see the Higher Soul Self, all the way to the Human, as a huge deck of cards. I
can see when an Aspect is out of alignment, which affects us, greatly, here on
the physical. When that aspect is cleared and healed, it quickly translates into
the human aspect. Many healers work within this dimensional context..

The 1-5/8 inch New Cubit 111 Ring is nearly indistinguishable in size from the
Balance and Harmony Pendant. Of course, the energy and connectivity is much
different than the Harmony Rings... Makes a great pendant. Is a powerful piece,
no matter the size! $24
This 3" New Cubit 222 Ring is smaller than the Balance and Harmony Rings,
making it easier to wear for some. It is made of a medium duty 8 gauge copper
twist. Perfect for the pocket. Size makes it convenient and easy to use on the go.
Great size to use with crystals as well. $28
The heavy-gauged 888 Ring is formed to fit over the shoulders. Wore over the
head and around the neck, the 888 Collar Ring sits on the chest, back, and
shoulders comfortably. As each person's body will differ there will be
adjustments done by the recipient of the 888 Collar Ring. $88
The 444 New Cubit Gaia Sphere is 5-1/2 inches around, and created out of a 10
gauge wire twist. Many have equated this sphere as a ball of light, similar of what
Isis and the Hathors wore on their heads. Again, the sphere is the shape the New
Cubit is presented to as it is utilized within the Earth. Cool Clear Waters.
Ultimate Truth, Ultimate Manifestor. $144
The 222 New Cubit Gaia Sphere is 2-3/4 inches around, and created out of a 14
gauge wire twist. $111
The New Cubit 444 Coil can be found further in this brochure $33

~ Torsion Rings ~
The power of the Torsion Rings lies in the field between the two Rings
Torsion Rings are the newest and currently one of the most profound
Tensor Rings coming out of the Studio. The Torsion Rings are generally
used in pairs to create a Torsion field between the two Rings. They
operate unlike any Tensor Ring we have seen.
When looking at DNA, a “cap” appears on one end. As these DNA Caps
deteriorate, so does the body. Science has shown this too. Torsion Rings
rejuvenate DNA as a whole, including the Caps. Though can only
Rejuvenate one’s body as far as their BELIEF system allows.

The Torsion Rings create a third field between the two Rings, though you
can use just one Ring and your other hand, to create the Field.
Neon colors pulsate- blues, purples, pinks, greens. Coming from
oversoul, down from You, through the Rings. Bringing the Mind, Body,
Heart connection more into Harmony. Brings about a rejuvenation of
Mind Body Heart. Brings in a greater connection of the Mind Body Heart
with the soul.

It is a tool. It amplifies the energy so you can feel that energy with the
body that the oversoul is sending in.
You can put yourself within the Field, your whole body, completely in
the Field. In doing that, you are connecting into the Matrix of the Soul,
which is the whole and complete You throughout all time space
dimensions incarnations, including the human in the here now. Within
that energy, you JUST BE. Don’t direct. Trust in everything that you are,
who you truly are.
Again, don’t direct it, or you will miss out on something greater by
limiting yourself. Just Be!!!
Trust that the energies and rejuvenation is there for you as the Human
on this Earth.
There is so much more of You helping you make your world more than
human being.
As always, I rely on many for readings and feedback on the tools. And I
seem to always resonate with what comes from my sister, and
phenomenal multidimensional being, Brenda Schnose, who’s guides
shown her the processes above, as they were happening.
Even though these new Rings were created specifically for the Masters
Radionics Symposium, they turned out to not specifically be for the
Radionic machines at all!! When calling in the specific higher Soul selves
of the Symposium members who are in their own mastery, my Dr. friend
stepped in with an entire table full of “things” to be offered into the mix.
The good Dr. stepped out, and the next person’s higher Soul self was my
good buddy Marty Lucas. He simply stepped into the Sacred Circle,
dropped something into the tornado, and stepped out.
Later conversations with Marty brought into light the concept of DNA
and the “caps” on DNA which were the cause of aging and degeneration.
I too, along with others, could see and feel this truth with that part of our
DNA.
Torsion Rings
1 inch pair. Approximate size 8.5 finger ring $24
1-1/4 inch pair. Economy size, still just as powerful $32
3-1/2 inch pair. Pictured above $44
Single Ring. 27 inch heavy duty $164

~Water Ring~
Made for water, either of these two Water Rings are the perfect size and
gauge to restructure and energize water!!
The Etheric Template of the Water Ring helps connect to both the
physical aspect of the water, as well as the etheric/spiritual aspect of water.
Allows for direct communication with the water, to create healing elixirs
simply by speaking through the Ring to the water, and placing the Ring
around, under, or over the water. In as little as ten minutes you can
notice a change.

Creating Elixirs from Water- Tensor fields connect with the physical of
the water, balancing PH and creating ORMUS within the water, raising it
into a high vibration state. The Harmony Ring connects with both the
physical as well as the Elemental of water. It is this direct connection that
allows an ease of communication with the water.
You can use the Ring to communicate your needs and intentions to the
water. This can be done by holding the Ring and using your voice and/or

intentions through the Ring to the water. Set your Ring under or around
the water vessel for a few minutes or overnight, and then drink the Elixir.
The Water Ring, as well as the Balance and Harmony Ring, contain the
frequencies and properties of the Earth’s plant, mineral, and crystal
kingdoms, as well as the Elementals of Water, Air, Fire, and Ether.
Simply infuse the frequencies and properties into your elixir by voicing
your intention through the Ring.
3” and 9” Water Rings $20 - $44

~Vortex Cell Phone Tab~
The all new Vortex Tab is an efficient and powerful EMF protector
encased in a natural resin shell. The self-adhering phone tab has been
found to be highly effective in remediating
harmful radiation from your phone and
other electronic devices. The vortex
design, brought through in a
specialized printing process, draws in
and transmutes dense energy, much
like the Tensor Rings. In the
synergizing of the etheric vortex
symbol, with the Balance and
Harmony Ring, the two are
transforming non-beneficial
electromagnetics into a smooth, wonderful,
and beneficial energy. The Vortex Tabs have a
super-sticky rubberized backing which stays readily onto any Cell Phone,
Smart Phone, Smart Meter, or other electronic device. Vortex Tabs can
also be used anywhere you wish to transmute dense energies, raise
vibrations, charge water, harmonize and balance energies, etc.
In a recent biofeedback study, the Vortex Tabs were shown to make your
cell phone beneficial to the physical body, as well as the energy bodies. It
was shown to actually align chakras when using your cell phone!!!
For those who are super sensitive to electronics, using a Vortex Tab allows
them to freely use a cell phone again! Comparing ours to other EMF
remediation products, the Vortex Tabs do more than just block harmful
energies… They transform the energy into something beneficial and
useful for the person on a physical, mental, and emotional level.
Vortex Cell Phone Tabs $35

~Infinity Bracelet~
Available in 144 MHZ
333MHZ or Balance and Harmony
The hammered and half-twist design is
the Mobius Strip. The flattened Tensor
Ring is an unfurled Infinity Symbol
The Tensor Field energy encompasses
the wrist and flows quickly to the body.
144 MHz, 333 MHz, or Balance and Harmony Infinity Bracelet $33

~Tensor Bracelet~
Beautifully crafted copper
bracelets contain the
frequencies and
properties of the Tensor
Wands, in an elegant yet
sturdy open-ended form.
Your choice of available
Cubit frequencies $44

~Tensor Wands~
A single wire is cut to the specific
Cubit length, brazed, and twisted.
The Tensor Wand contains the same
Tensor Field frequencies as the
Tensor Rings. Where the Tensor Rings create a column that extends for miles,
the Wands create a Tensor Field that remains close to the wire. Use the wands in
places that Rings cannot be utilized, such as wrapped around water lines.
Perfect energetic wraps for wrist, arm, or ankles.
Approximately 10” to 14”, depending on the frequency desired.

$28

~Meter Ring~
The Meter Ring fits snugly over any Smart Meter housing, transforming
all electrical emissions in the home!!
Raises the vibration of the House, which raises the vibrations of the
occupants. Cleaning, clearing, and creating healing space.
Works throughout an entire electrical circuit, as well as back up out the
distribution line. And even raises the frequency and vibration of the
food in your refrigerator, one of
our homes biggest Electro
Magnetic Field (EMF) emitters!!
Tensor Rings alone cannot
accomplish such a tall order, yet
Tensor Fields are the carrier wave
for higher frequencies to be
anchored into the precisely
measured twisted copper hoops.
It is the energetics of the Balance
and Harmony Rings, Gaia and
the Earth Elementals, and the
frequencies and properties of
Unconditional Love, which flow
through the electrical wiring of the building. Thus enveloping the entire
house in transformative, healing, loving, energy – making Home feel like
Home!!!
We have found that Smart Meters are standard sized, allowing the 6- 3/8″
inside diameter Ring to fit perfectly over the clear plastic housing. Can be
used on any size of building which uses a standard electric meter. Once
weathered slightly, a patina will set in on the copper, making it nearly
invisible!!
Testing instruments will still pick up an electromagnetic signature, as
Tensor Fields do not block, rather change, the quality of EMF from nonbeneficial to beneficial.
Meter Ring $40

~Infinite Heart Pendant~
In order to bring Harmony and Balance to
You, you need to have Love.
Just the infinity symbol itself is powerful.
Infinity represents love, continuance,
without end… The infinity is a symbol of
Love- it is Harmony and Balance in Love.
Connects the Soul to the physical and multidimensional Heart.
• Facilitates a higher Soul connection
• Resonates with the Heart Chakra
• Protects the energy bodies 8-10 feet out
• Brings the Soul more into the body, and will assist others in proximity
to do the same
• Slip onto ANY existing necklace to create a heart connection with your
favorite crystal or stone
• Use along-side an existing Tensor Coil to automatically make the Tube
Torus connection from your heart to the Tensor Coil’s toroidal field.
The Harmony Heart is a powerful and amazing piece. It can be wore as a
pendant, fashioned as a bracelet, or carried anywhere upon the person.
We donated several of these Hearts to “No Kill” animal shelters, as it
connects their Hearts to Gaia, creating healing and comfort for all
critters. May be fastened onto a collar with a split ring or fastening hook.
Approximately 3/4″ in length is the smallest and lightest version. Add to
your favorite pendant to bring in that heart connect. The medium
Infinite Heart is my personal preference, as it is heavy enough to be a
stand-alone pendant. The large Infinite Heart is also perfect as it’s own
pendant. It is the same gauge as the medium, just hammered more to
create a sleek and slim design.

Infinite Heart Pendants $12- $18- $22

~The New Activator~
The Activator, from our Atlantian
heritage, has been newly
reconstructed with technology
used in the creation of our planet,
forming a new and powerful
multidimensional device.
Multidimensional- it is everything.
The sphere of influence is through
Dimensions, both up and down.
For the full benefit from the tool,
consciously connect.
Everyone can connect with and use the same Activator.
As you create a flow those around you will follow, and still benefit
whether they connect or not.
These are the steps that we have seen as you connect.
1) A heart connection, via the Infinite Heart, in Balance and Harmony, as
you become active with the process.
2) Cleans and Clears. There is a burning from the Fire Elemental, Chassell.
It is a releasing and letting go of Beliefs, Programs, and energies that are
not helpful to you.
3) Waves of soothing, cool, clear energy.
4) Brings in the Light, the Essence of the Higher You, the ALL of you.
After initial contact, the energy evens out, and becomes a continuous
Flow.
Brings the new.
Created with the New Cubit 222 Ring and Sphere, each of the individual
parts and pieces used to construct the new Activator amplify each other
greatly, coming together to form something new and powerful.
The device is 3" x 3.5" in height. New Activator $255

~The Fruit of Life~

Sacred geometry and frequencies of Light help to awaken DNA codes
within our Multidimensional selves. Our DNA receives this pattern of
Light, activating these codes of remembrance. Within the Fruit of Life
can be found Metatron's Cube, The Flower of Life, and all of the new
Platonic Solids. These geometries are the building blocks of our physical
world. The Fruit of Life is considered the Divine blueprint of the Universe
and the basis to everything in existence.
Created from 127 Balance and Harmon Rings, this phenomenal piece is
encased with EcoPoxyyUV, a natural plant-based resin that is resistant to
yellowing. Two 27” Rings in the Balance and Harmony and the
Galactic Ascension frequency surround the sturdy structure.
Standing on the plate aligns Chakras and other Energy Bodies, as well as
cleaning clearing aligning and balancing throughout all time space
dimensions. It is the base for the 5D Animator / Ascension Chamber.
Each plate is custom created upon request.
FloorPlate $3,330

~Harmony Torus~
Your Heart creates an electro-magnetic donut-shaped field known as a
Tube Torus. This toroidal field simply describes the way in which energy
flows. From the molecular level, to the creation of galaxies, energy flows
in this basic tube torus pattern.
The Seed of Life is a one dimensional
representation of the Genesis pattern,
representing the original eight cells
of creation. A second six-petaled
flower is offset from the first,
creating a flow both inward and
outward in a spiraling motion.
The Tube Torus design, as viewed
from above, also appears as a crop
circle in May of 2009.
We are seeing that this pattern alone is
giving us awakening codes and remembrance.
Tensor Rings create columns of light which extend out for miles. Using
the Harmony Ring to better connect with DNA, the Harmony Torus
creates resonant patterns of Light codes within DNA.
This tool has also been used for healing applications. As you hold on to
the any of the Ascension or the Harmony Rings, it is seen that your
Higher Soul Self and all your Soul Aspects are holding onto the Ring at
the same time. This brings ALL of YOU together from across time, space,
and dimensions to partake in the healing and clearing.
We have seen where someone has cancer. They hold onto their dis-ease.
It is their story, their own empowerment and way to get energy on an
unconscious level. Once their Higher Soul Self comes in, it will usually say
NO, this is not for our highest and greatest good. It is then seen as a tugof-war for the energy of the cancer between the person and the tool. The
Tube Torus takes the cancer, encapsulates it so the person cannot have it
back. Of course, anything of a lower vibration is transmuted within the
Tensor Rings.

The Harmony Torus pulls the cause of discordant energy from the body.
It changes the field, transmuting the cause, purifying the area, bringing it
into balance, and then changing the cell memory of the affected area.
Examples of harmonizing dis-ease within the body:
 A tooth ache- it goes in to work with the cause of the pain, the
infection for instance.
 The common cold- going to the virus within the body, which has
brought the body out of balance. It transmutes the virus to bring the
body back into balance.
 A cracked bone in a leg, brings in amazing colors with the tube torus
which surrounds the bone, to heal it.
 The Harmony Torus does not need to be placed on the affected area
of the body, as the toroidal field will simply travel with your
attentions and intentions to where it needs to be.
 The process is not complicated- you are guiding it, trust in that.
 The Harmony Torus presents the body with colors and vibrations
when you connect with it. In that connection to the person, it brings
Grace and Ease, Balance and Harmony, and changes in the structure
of DNA. It Activates the DNA, changing the body, the mind, and the
connection to the Soul. The Harmony Torus brings DNA into
Balance and Harmony with the new world we are moving into.
 Downloads DNA information quickly and efficiently
 Acts as antenna that receives the correct light construct and
geometries for healing and changing the DNA
 it brings DNA, through the spectrums of light, to match more of the
soul matrix of the person
This is a multidimensional, multilayered tool, found working on more
than just this physical plane. Hence it is working with all bodies… the
emotions, the whole being, bringing all into Balance and Harmony.
Using the Harmony Torus connects you throughout time, space, and
dimensional planes much more than the Harmony Rings alone.
Intentions can control size of energy field. In its natural state, it is about
the size of a room. You can expand it 100 yards (90 meters) out, and it
will still have a strong influence. That is a two football field toroidal field!

You can control the size by a simple intention, as it is connected to you
and your intentions and will follow where your attention goes.
Crystals or stones may
be placed inside or on
top of the Harmony
Torus, amplifying the
crystal’s properties
and transmitting the
information carried
by the crystal.
Like all Tensor
Technologies, the
Harmony Torus
restructures
electromagnetics and
water.
• Restructures unorganized, non-life affirming, Electromagnetic Fields,
which are non-harmonious to biological life
• keeps our internal waters flowing clean and clear
• maintains strong and healthy cellular energy
• brings water back to its original crystalline structure
• It can structure any water within its range
The Torus is very organic. It connects into the pulse of life and neutralizes
harmful, non-life affirming, discordant energies.
Use the tube torus as a vehicle, connecting the Harmony Torus to the
toroidal fields of your MerKaBa and of your Heart. Then expand out and
see where you go….
The Harmony Torus is 7 inches in Diameter
$333

~Tensor Field Generator ~

A Beautiful, Seemingly Magical Tool
A Sacred Geometric Tool
It Serves As:
An Amplifier of Energy
As A Protector
As A Provider
By your intentions, sound of your voice, and your touch,
you can program your sphere as a tool in your life.
- The Elders Three
Made up of Four Individual Tensor Rings
Produces a Sphere of Influence Up To 12 miles








 Amplifies Intentions
 Dispels Negative Energies
 Energy Purifier and Balancer
 Align the Physical Body & Spiritual Body
Meditate with it to Increase Intuitive Abilities
Remediates the Harmful Effects of EMF Pollution, including: Cell
Phone Radiation, Electrical Distribution Systems, Computers,
Appliances, Radio Signals, and Other Electromagnetic Polluters
Transmutes Harmful Energies Produced by Geopathic Stress Lines
Placing an Object Inside Amplifies It’s Vibratory Energy
Can be Programed for Manifestation into One’s Life.

~Harmony Generator~
Become a Beacon of Infinite Love, Balance and Harmony!
Available in five sizes, this sphere emits a pulsing of energy, the energy of
love- the frequency and vibration of Love. It is an amplifier, a reminder,
of the vibration of Love.
What else do you need? Love is the foundation.
…this is still a Tensor Field Generator, so it will do all the traditional
Generators do, but with a different essence and flavor.
The Harmony Generator has a strong connection with whomever
connects to them. They will go to work immediately on a person or
their environment, bringing all into Balance and Harmony.
For instance, you can carry a sphere into a “bad” part of town, and it will
balance out the perceived dark and light energies then raise them both up
in frequency. This is only one of the perceived ways they are working for
the Highest and Greatest Good of All.
Standard Harmony Generator
has a sphere of influence of
8-10 miles. This sphere of
influence is the same for the
person who does not know
who they are, who does not
know they are a powerful
multidimensional creator, yet
when a person who stands in
their Being-ness holds the
sphere, they are projecting the
frequency and vibration of love fully into the larger sphere of influence
around them, amplifying and synergizing with the Harmony Sphere.
A personal favorite for the home or office.
$55

The Light Generator is made
of a lighter gauge wire, yet is
just as powerful as the
Standard Harmony
Generator when looked at
with eyes closed. When
comparing with eyes open,
the heavier gauge seems
more potent. The collapsible version is perfect for wearing around wrists.
My daily wear for carpal tunnel, tennis elbow, and rotator cuff comfort.
Known for its relief with arthritis symptoms as well.
$40
The Large Harmony
Generator covers a twelve
mile area. This 7″ sphere is
made of heavy 8 gauge
copper. I find this to be one
of the best feeling spheres,
due to the size and gauge.
One of my personal favorites.
$122

The Personal Harmony
Generator can be wore as a
pendant, and has a smaller
area of influence…. about the
size of a room. Made of
flattened 14 gauge copper.
Approximately 1” $88

The Personal Plus Harmony
Generator is a potent 1-3/4″ sphere,
made of a flattened 12 gauge ring. It
too has a smaller sphere of influence,
reaching out only a few blocks. This
sphere fits really well in the palm of
the hand. When I hold this sphere, it
goes right to work on the healing
with the hands, though the energy
travels all through the body, energy
bodies, and environment as well.
$79

~Personal Grace and Ease Sphere~
Bringing Coherency to ChaosConveys a sense of Grace and Ease to its
user. The 188 MHz sphere does not go
out to make big changes in the
environment, like its cousins. Rather,
the Grace and Ease Sphere emits a gentle
energy, working on the person who is in
chaos; perhaps turmoil.
We are seeing this sphere seems to have a consciousness of its own. It
works well with the Chakras, and is perfect size and feel for continuous
handling. This special Sphere is made of hammered 188 MHz Tensor
Rings. Grace and Ease are the important aspects of this Sphere. Perfect
for meditation, taking to the office, or to just relax with.
$79

~The Dragon Wand~
An introduction to Healing with Dragons

Brought to you by the Council of Six. These six Dragons are here to assist
those throughout our Galaxy. They are healers, healing from the
paradigm of raising the vibration from the core, on all bodies. The
raising of vibration cleans, clears, and heals.
The Council of Six works with the Earth and the Earth Elementals
through the process, all in the Highest and Greatest Good of All
Creation. Through the raising in vibration, we as individuals, and the
planet, are propelled forward, affecting our Galaxy, our Universe, and All
of Creation.
The Dragon Wand is created with all the base properties of the Harmony
Coil, such as the multi-colored Rays of Source Light coupled with your
own Soul’s Light, the Clear Light of transmuting and transforming, and
of course the Heart connection… There are codes, downloads,
remembrances, and the like, which simply occur by having the wand in
your field.
In working with Dragons, we find their skills and abilities to be very
tangible and beneficial in clearing and healing. Using the Source Rays for
clearing and healing, physical shifts would occur instantly within the
body- such as vertebrae and ribs going back into place. Then we found
the Dragon’s breath and unconditional love frequencies of the Dragon’s
Songs to be even more profound, dissolving, clearing, and healing as
quickly as your mind would allow.
The Council of six came in to assist in the creation of the wand. Their
energetic signatures are carried through into the wands, though each
wand created brings through a specific being to work with.

When someone picks up and resonates with a Dragon wand, the Dragons
are right there, holding the wand along with the person. Not everyone
will resonate with the wands.
The Gold Dragon brings through frequencies of unconditional love- in a
song. This can dissolve energetic implants, blockages, clear
environmental, etc. The Dragon’s breathe and the Dragon’s fire also
clears and is beneficial in healing on both the energetic and physical.
Dragon Wands are created upon request. You will already have the
introduction to these beings once you receive your wand.
Dragon Wands can be used on the physical body for energy work, for
clearing, raising vibrations, opening flow, as well as environmental work.
Wands are approximately 11″ long. Dragon Wand $58

~The Fairy Wand~
There is a fairy, of the highest and greatest good,
associated with each wand.
The wands are used for healing and protection.
Crystal sun of Earth. Elementals. Intention, to
bring the healing energy of earth into the body.
Healing wand- healing the human, not the soul.
Crystal Sun Activation, DNA activation.
To use the wand: Hold the wand to connect
with the fairy. Once you meet them, you can ask
for a name if you like. You do not have to carry
the wand, rather simply ask the fairy to be there
when you need!
3-3/4 inch copper wand cut from the 144 MHz
Sacred Cubit measure. Comes with an adjustable
black leather lanyard.
Fairy Wand $36

~UhnTok- The Key~
UhnTok has been known by many
names. It is the Ankh, for our Now
time. It is a Bearer of Light, a key to
unlock hidden doorways. In our Soul
is the wisdom of each lifetime we lived
on Earth. This is the key to unlock it.
Key to Access the Akashic Records via
the Sacred Heart Space.
A Very Powerful Manifestation Tool.
Enhances the Energy of both Crystals
and the Key when used together.
Synergizes with other Sacred Symbols
within the Environment.
Downloads and Activates
Environmental Balancing
Neutralizes Harmful Geo-Magnetics & Electro-Magnetics
Creates Sacred or Temple Space
The Personal Key~ 600’ Sphere of influence 9.75”x 8.5”

$99

~Starburst~

.

Set Sacred Space. This tool
Restructures Electro- &
Geo-Magnetics. Enhances
the energy of Crystals.
Antenna attracts intentions
and brings them all together
within your Sacred Circle.
Innately produces 600’
Sphere of influence.
Utilizes the same Cubit Lengths, emits the same frequencies, and does
much of what The Keys do, yet is for more personal, everyday use. The
Sacred and Black Cubits are found in the secret symbol from within the
Kings’ Chamber of the Great Pyramid.
Starburst $99

~ The Gaia Sphere~
When you hold this sphere you feel the high vibrations of your mother
earth. You feel the heart beat of our beloved earth. Many will be attracted
to this sphere because of their
connection to the earth. They feel
the peace and calm of the All is
Well energy which this sphere
emits. It reminds the spirit of you,
who you are. It vibrates to the I
Am presence which is you. Play
with it, hold it, and roll it. It
transfers to you its vibrations."
- The Elders Three on 7/14/11
The Sacred Geometrical shape is the Icosidodecahedron, having twelve
pentagrams within in the sphere.
2”
14 gauge
$111
3.25” 14 gauge
$99
The Balance and Harmony Earth Spheres
bring through a sense of Joy to those in
its environment. The properties of the
Harmony Generator found within the
Earth Spheres.

6.5”
9”

12 gauge
8 gauge

13”
20”
5D Earth Sphere 27”

6 gauge
6 gauge
4 gauge

$144
$188
$333
$444
$1200

All the Gaia Spheres are wonderful grounding tools.
Please see the website for price and
descriptions for the 177 and 333 MHz
New Earth and Gaia Spheres

2"
3”
4"

177 MHz Sphere
333 MHz Sphere
177 MHz Sphere

6” 333 MHz Sphere
8" 177 MHz Sphere

~ New Cubit Coil ~
The Bridge Builder
Heart Mind Soul Over-Soul connector
Beyond Galactic, it connects with Creation
energy, and brings that Creation energy more
into the human.
Connected through the Soul, yet beyond the
Soul. Brings in knowing beyond this Earth
plane. Brings info through Soul.
Allows Mind to get a hold of info, and
knowing is in Heart. Brings in information
from You to you.
Just a tool, bringing in the pathway to our
Higher Soul Self. With all the New Cubit
tools, they can "integrate" quickly, being they
are simply bridge builders.
New Cubit Coil $33

~Infinity Coil~

The 177 MHz coil acts as a carrier wave for the Harmony frequency to be
sent out within its toroidal field. Works perfectly for a pendant or
pendulum, and does an automatic heart connection via the Harmony
Heart. Aids in astral travel and dream work.
The preferred pendant for those who have a severe sensitivity to
Electromagnet Field Pollution.
4”x 3/8” Infinity Coil $44

The Harmony Coil
& the Rainbow of Light
The power in Grace and Ease through Balance and Harmony
This energetically bright and blinding coil brings through its
own power, a clearing energy in the form of a clear
energy which can clean and clear all. This clear energy,
found on the outer edge, precedes the luminous colors
which are its toroidal field.
It is a very personal tool, though it can be shared.
While the traditional coils create a tube torus that
radiates for miles, the Harmony Coil is that of a
personal connection.
It allows your own Light, along with that of Earth and
Source, to be brought into the coil to be part of its
field. As you connect to it, it cleans and clears.
Whatever your Soul Light is or does, it comes through
the coil. As your Light fills the environment in which
you are connected with, water and food are cleared,
and your environment is cleared.
There is a remembering for those who do connect with
it…
There is a power in Grace and Ease through Balance
and Harmony.
The full length of the Harmony Coil with
Harmony Heart is 7” and is ¾” in diameter. It is made
of heavier 12 gauge copper, with 12 wraps. The 1/12 Cubit Harmony
Heart is created out of flattened 12 gauge copper.
The Harmony Coil could be considered by some as heavy and bulky to
be utilized as a pendant, but I love to wear it as such.
Since its conception, mine has been on my person and under my pillow.
I have remembered my dreams every night, which rarely occurred in the
last 20 years…
Harmony Coil $88

~The Elementals~

Heddeka Approx. 2½” $7
Chassell Fire Elemental $8
Plymella Wind Elemental $7
Khaleme Air Elemental $5
Ether Elemental $14
Five Piece Set $36

~ Elemental Pendants ~
The Elementals are encased in a
plant-based resin, surrounded by a
1-1/4 inch Harmony Ring with
attached eyelet. These gorgeous
pendants will be ready for full
production in mid-November!
Choice of Elemental- $36

~Heddeka~
"The Heddeka swirl represents the element Heddeka. The Heddeka is an
element that comes from the time of the Earth, the time of the
beginning of the Earth. In that, has been here for since the Earth began
its destiny. As the Heddeka is coming back and becoming a part of the
cleaning of the Earth, it is just that your thoughts and your intentions
and your appreciation of this element, of this spirit, that gives it the
power to go out there and help our
beloved Earth. You can leave the swirls in
different places and within the water or
you can hang them from a tree or you
can place them within the dirt. The
elements all work together in
unison and by doing this, they
help each other. In helping each
other, they help the Earth. In
helping the Earth, they help you.
We are working to bring the
designs of the other elements into
be-ing. They have been forgotten for
many, many eons and it is time that they be
brought in. The elements of Earth, Wind, Fire - they come in and
compliment with Water. It is the time for all this to happen. It is a time
that you understand and you become a part of the Elements of the Earth.
By bringing in their special skills and their special connection to our
beloved Earth, you can help them as they help heal the Earth up. It is not
that the Earth is in great danger because she is not. She is moving and
doing exactly what she needs to do. In doing and moving and calling
your attention to what is happening upon her surface, this brings you
closer to your Divinity, closer to who you are. As you become closer to
who you are, then this helps the Earth." ~The Elders Three

~Plymella the Elemental of Wind~
The Elemental of wind, represented by the four swirls. Wind is an
important part of cleaning and clearing energies of the earth.
Plymella can help humans with whirling unneeded energies out
of the body. Keep the symbol of Plymella near or on the body
to help keep the energies of the body clear and clean. The air
around Plymella will feel light and crisp. Plymella works to
remove garbage from the air and transmute it to become clean
and clear. Hang the symbol of Plymella in your place of being to help keep your air
fresh and energies flowing." We are the Elders Three.

~The Elemental Khaleme~

‘

"The two swirls, represent the elemental Khaleme, who
represent air. Khaleme also helps to keep air clean.
While Plymella has a strong in your face energy,
Khaleme is soft and barely noticed. The symbol of
Khaleme can be used to clean air and bring your body
a feeling of comfort and ease. The symbol may be
gentle but it has great power to bring ease to your life.
Khaleme flows through your body and life to keep the
energies gently moving." We are the Elders Three.

~Chassell the Fire Elemental~
The fire Elemental Chassell will light a fire within the
core of you which releases that which you is not of
your present. When the emotions or old thought
patterns come forward into your attention, release
them with the Earth, Sky, You breathe. (Trinity
Breath) It is also helpful to bring in the water element,
Heddeka, to help wash them away. These elements are gentle and powerful on their
own, put them together with the intention, energy will move quickly. Remember to
ask for ease in your intention. The Elders Three

~ Ether ~
“I have no name, I am everything”
-says the Ether Elemental

~Heddeka Rings~
The energy encompasses the finger
and flows quickly to the body.
Even those who normally do not
feel energy, report a tingling
sensation after wearing the ring. If
you are sensitive to energy, you
may need to wear for short periods
of time until vibrations are raised
to the ring's vibration.
Most powerful Heddeka tools available
The Heddeka Rings are created by a Shaman/Reiki Master/Portal Keeper
and are infused with many great energies, as well as placed within the
Buffalo Gap Medicine Wheel and Crystal City Portal to charge.
Available in all ring sizes, each one a unique piece.
Heddeka Rings
Copper $32
Bronze $38
Sterling Silver $48
Gold Filagree $58

~Tensor Finger Rings~
These particular finger rings are made of
various flattened and non-flattened Tensor
Rings. Sizes and frequencies vary.
Same energy signature as the larger
Tensor Rings.
Finger Rings $22

~The Heddeka Coaster~
Each unique Coaster is
formed from the
Heddeka Water
Elemental, the Water
Ring, and Shungite
chips, all encased in a
plant based resin. The
Water Ring amplifies
and synergizes with the
Heddeka, to give your
water the best of both
energetic fields. The
Tensor Field also carries
information from
Shungite to the water.
Fullerenes found in
Shungite have been
found to transmute the
fluoride in drinking
water into something
more beneficial. The
Water Ring connects to
the physical aspects of
the water, doing all that
Tensor Fields do (positive right-hand spin to the water molecule, making
water lighter in weight, balancing PH, and bringing water back to its
original crystalline structure) as well as connecting to the spiritual aspect
of the water. The latter allows for the creation of healing elixirs when
used with simple intentions. The Balance and Harmony Water Ring
contains the frequencies and properties of all the plant, mineral, and
crystal kingdoms which can be consciously accessed and infused
into the water through simple intentions.
Heddeka Coaster $48

Technical Aspects: Our innate MerKaBa can be viewed as a Star
Tetrahedron. This geometry is found in all the planets in our solar
system, as well as in every molecule. This structure has been mapped out
around the human body in a microwave ranged frequency. Most
MerKaBa fields stop spinning 48 hours after birth, and become dormant.
Historical Aspects: In Ancient Egypt, Mer meant a rotating light. Ka
meant spirit, and Ba meant the human body. So the entire word refers to
a counter-rotating light that would take the spirit and the body from
one world into another. In Hebrew, the Torah refers to the Merkavah as
the “Chariot of the Gods.” The Christian Bible refers to Ezekiel and the
wheels by which he ascended into heaven. This too, was the MerKaBa. A
spiritual leader of the Zulu tribe in Africa explained that Merkaba is a
Zulu word meaning a space/time/dimension vehicle. According to Zulu
legend his entire tribe had come from another dimension here to Earth
using the Merkaba.
Modern Aspects: We are quickly remembering our MerKaBa field. This is
a process in consciousness that will eventually translate us from one
vibrational frequency, into the next one through what is being called
''ascension.'' This view of the MerKaBa as an ascension vehicle is an
ancient concept. Rarely do adults have a naturally occurring MerKaBa
field, and only a few of those have been active since birth, while most
spontaneously re-activated in the last 2-3 years. Around 1999, kids were
being born with a permanent MerKaBa, or could start it at will. MerKaBa
Activation: We offer a variety of free or affordable and simple methods
to reactivate your MerKaBa field at Twistedsage.com ♥∞♥

~ Ava i l a b l e S e r v i c e s ~
via Remote connection to any time or space
~

~Soul Journey Alchemy~
Soul Alchemy is a distance attunement and activation utilizing the 5D
Animator / Ascension Chamber, to receive all that occurs as if standing
within in the physical chamber.
The 20 minute session consists of a guided Heart Journey. The simple
process encompasses all the clearing, aligning, balancing, and connecting,
preceding the activations and attunements. You will also acquire some
valuable tools while experiencing the Heart Journey.
Once the appointment is scheduled, you will receive a printable form to
release non-beneficial Soul Contracts for yourself, as well as a one-page
overview of the MerKaBa Activation.
Your Soul Session will be recorded as it occurs, and emailed to you in an
MP3 Format to access at your convenience.
Available through trained and certified practitioners $44
More information on the 5D Animator on the last page of this catalogue
If you wish to purchase any programmable tools or crystal pendants to
hold the information from your session, they will go through the
physical chamber during your session. You may also provide a crystal for
this purpose prior to the service
NEW: Free 13 Minute Soul Journey via YouTube!!!
You can receive all that occurs as if standing within the physical chamber,
and the Soul Journey service, by simply watching the free video and
following along with the guided Soul Journey meditation!!!
Available on our Twistedsage.com YouTube channel!!!

~Serious Clearing~
Through the creation of a sacred space and going Soul to Soul, we can do
whatever work is called to be done which is for the Highest and Greatest
Good.
These Services are not limited to Heart Journeying, Soul Clearing, Entity
Release, Geomancy, Ancestral Clearing, DNA Clearing, as well as clearing
and protection from malicious intents through Energetic Implants,
Radionics targeting, Abductions, and all other mannerisms of etheric
disharmonious creations or dimensional discordances.
This includes Environmental Clearing as well.
All is done via distance connection.
Work is guaranteed to be complete, in all that is for the Highest and
Greatest Good. No Refunds unless there is something that is seen which
we cannot do. If problems persist, we will certainly double-check the
work. We are honorable in our actions and intentions, and are
professionals in the field.
Serious Clearing $120

Certification Course in Soul Journey Alchemy!!!
~
Contact for Time and Locations
Please inquire about our Workshop Hosting Program

The 5D Animator / Ascension Chamber
The past few years of spiritual growth through certifications, attunements, and
various forms of energy work and activations, all culminated and converged
into a co-creation called the 5D Animator, or simply the Ascension Chamber.
This 13 foot high structure, which you stand in, took
one of my path partners, Melissa Martin, and I four
months to create ethereally before manifesting it into
the physical. The etheric portion of this Ascension
Chamber was put into the Balance and Harmony
template, which is present in the Harmony Rings.
This etheric template will allow the user:
∞ Simple access to the Sacred Space of the Heart.
∞ Align you and your Higher Soul Self, and all of
your Soul Aspects, throughout Time, Space, and
Dimensions.
∞ Clear non-beneficial energy attachments, including
Entities and non-beneficial energetic implants.
∞ Release Soul Contracts that no longer serve you.
∞ Balance, align, and activate all chakras that are for
your greatest good.
∞ Clear and integrate lost Soul Shards.
∞ Connect with your Star Family and Soul Group to
unlock all DNA and Soul Codes back to Source.
∞ Clean, clear, and heal the physical, mental, and
emotional bodies.
∞ Once all Downloads and Uploads are complete, you
can simply activate your multiple multidimensional
crystalline MerKaBa Fields with a breath.
You can replicate the Chamber by following the
exercises in the Harmony Handbook and
Multidimensional Primer, or becoming certified in
Soul Journey Alchemy.
Portable Chambers now Available for purchase!!!

Twistedsage Studios is located in the
Black Hills of South Dakota
Brian Besco
twistedsage@hotmail.com
Tel. 605.890.1110

Sign up for our Monthly Newsletter
vimeo.com/twistedsagestudios

